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P
ortixol Hotel & Restaurante is a stylish, exclusive boutique hotel that sits on the sea front of

Portixol's tranquil fishing harbour, a trendy area with a long palm-lined promenade and cycle path

which connects Portixol to Palma's old town. Exploring the local area on the hotel's courtesy

bicycles is a must. Portixol was one of the first boutique hotels to open in Mallorca and despite its

full refurbishment has managed to retain some of its best 50's art deco features, blended with its modern

Scandinavian chic design of light airy spaciousness. The hotel's white building with its typical Mallorcan blue

shutters and dark wood balconies stands out as you approach Portixol. Its enviable location means that you can

enjoy sea and harbour views whether you're taking a bite to eat, sipping a cocktail or lounging in your room.

On the ground floor, the restaurant and international cocktail bar are surrounded by large glass windows that

open out onto shaded decked terraces with wicker sofas, and a designer pool. For cooler evenings a lounge

provides entertainment with a vast vinyl record collection, CD's and DVD's. Chill by the pool, workout in the

gym, refresh in the sauna and Jacuzzi, then pamper yourself with one of the many Spa treatments on offer using

delicious Kerstin Florian products. Choose from a full range of massages, body scrubs, therapies, and beauty

treatments. Portixol's delightful, bright, well planned rooms offer all the modern amenities for a luxurious stay:

nespresso machine, Wi-Fi, TV / DVD, Bluetooth speakers and even binoculars!  13 of the 26 rooms have

terraces, overlooking the sea. All have large showers and dreamy king-size beds. Breakfast is a feast, with a

huge selection of fresh fruit, yogurts, cereals, meats, cheeses and breads. The restaurant is open from breakfast

to late evening and is a very popular choice restaurant of the locals.The lunch and dinner menus mix traditional

Mediterranean cuisine with oriental and European classics. Its popularity can be summarised by: the food, the

wines, the view, the service, the ambience. Whether it’s fine dining in the restaurant, lunch by the pool or

snacks at the bar, the experience is always enjoyable. The cocktail bar, with comfy sofas, soft music and

international newspapers, are renowned for serving the best coffee and best burgers on the island.

Portixol Hotel & Restaurante,
www.portixol.com

Portixol Hotel & Restaurante
A BOUTIQUE HOTEL BEAUTIFULLY SITUATED

IN PORTIXOL'S HARBOUR
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